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Abstract

Until now, there are not existed any research to reuse any software on heterogeneous smartphones for interoperating between Android/iphone and iphone/Android. To do this, our previous approach [7, 8, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16] just used UML metamodel and model transformation language, ATL, based on model oriented Architecture/development (MDA/MDD) to embedded systems. But it has limited for Model Transformation language to represent all transformation rules with ATL. This limitation is not suitable for heterogeneous smartphone model transformation, and also impossible to extension of ATL. To solve this problem, this paper suggests Smartphone Model Transformation Language (SMTL) oriented model transformation mechanism for heterogeneous smartphone. We define SMTL which easily manipulates more input model in SMTL engine. Through invoking operation in SMTL engine, it is directly mapped with API in Eclipse modeling Framework (EMF). In addition, design to use XPath as XML technique instead of OCL to search data in source model.
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1. Introduction

Recently, there are diverse software development platforms for smartphones such as Android [1, 2, 3], iPhone [4], and Windows Phone [5]. Nevertheless, it may be impossible to reuse the particular platform dependent software with the different programming language and application program interface (API) into other platform. Our first research focused on model driven development (MDD) to solve this problem of smartphone environment [7, 8]. Originally, MDD means to develop software with the conversion of platform independent model (PIM) to platform dependent model (PDM) for interoperating in Java, Corba, and .Net platform [9]. To use this mechanism absolutely needs to have model transformation technique that may automatically generate code with the converted model between PIM and PSM [10]. Our current research focuses on developing heterogeneous software how to adopt model transformation mechanism into smartphone software development, that is, a way simultaneously to develop software on different smart mobile environment such as Android, iPhone, and MS Window phone.

For example, we first applied window mobile application with ATLAS Transformation Language (ATL) [11] based on Model-Model Transformation, but limited to UML Class Diagram (CD) for the automatic conversion from platform independent model (PIM) to platform dependent model (PDM) [7], and confirmed to create the basic construct and change class and method. With this, it shows possibly to convert other dependent platforms with a platform independent one [12-16], which can be possibly transformed into Code with Acceleo based on Model-Text transformation. In this time, our research extends Message sequence
Diagram (MSD) with transformation mechanism [6]. On these researches, we found to require very complicated rules even though transforming a simple model with the existing ATL based model transformation. Therefore, we suggest SMTL (smartphone model transformation language) to develop heterogeneous smart mobile software. In this paper, we extend SMTL based on our first model language, multiple model transformation language (MMLT) suggested by Kim [12] for smartphone software. This SMTL is designed directly to link with API within Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) to manipulate metamodel more easily. The language is currently ongoing research and to extend model transformation tool.

Through invoke operation in SMTL engine, it is directly mapped with API in EMF (Eclipse modeling Framework). In addition, design to use XPath as XML technique instead of OCL to search data in source model.

The paper is organized as follows. Chapter 2 explains the basic concepts related to model transformations Language. Chapter 3 mentions the language constructs on SMTL (smartphone model transformation language). Chapter 4 describes case study support available for SMTL. Chapter 5 gives conclusion and future works.

2. Related Work

ATLAS Transformation Language (ATL) was a model transformation language and toolkit developed by ATLAS INRIA & LINA [11], which was based on metamodel and model transformation. In model-driven engineering (MDE), ATL provides to produce target models from source model developed on the Eclipse platform the ATL integrated Environment (IDE) provides standard development tools to easily develop ATL transformations[11].

ATL makes it possible to describe model transformations, which is a descriptive language of model transformation. ATL transformation program is composed of rules that define how source model elements are matched and navigated to create and initialize the elements of the target models. ATL language enables to define three kinds of ATL units: the ATL transformation modules, the ATL queries and the ATL libraries. According to their type, these different kinds of units may be composed of a combination of ATL helpers, attributes, matched and called rules. The ATL language is based on OMG OCL (Object Constraint Language) norm [17] for both its data types and its declarative expressions. But there exists a few differences between the OCL definition and the current ATL implementation.

In other words, ATL works that the class name of UML model inputted is transformed into the class name of Java code. C2C of Transformation rule is described about mapping definition of transforming Java class from UML class whether the class may be abstract class, public class, or one within any package. All source models Inputted into ATL should be UML models which be transformed into XMI models. For model transformation, it executes to transform from source model to Target model with ATL file defining Transformation rules and the produced file with the ATL File.

3. Development of Smartphone Model Transformation Language (SMTL)

SMTL transforms from source model to target model, which is based on metamodel like the previous model transformation method. SMTL is implemented with JavaCC [18] and EMF [19] like Figure 1. Transformation engine of SMTL is composed of Parser and Executor. Parser plays a role of making SMTL into abstract syntax tree (AST), and executor analyzes the AST based semantics, and executes metamodel transformation.
Figure 1. Structure of Smartphone Model Transformation Language (SMTL)

Figure 2 shows an example of model transformation. To generate target model, it uses with “creating keyword”. Also to update the data of source model, it uses with “updating and deleting keywords”. This approach is possible to change both source and target models dislike the previous model. SMTL links elements of the particular metamodel. For example, UML class matches with Class Element of UML Metamodel.

```plaintext
IN(SOME_IN:UML2, SOME_IN2:UML2);
OUT(SOME_OUT:UML2);
Creating CreateClass from o:SOME_IN.Class {
  init {
    int num;
    string name;
    ref_list list1;
    ref_list list2;
    ref out = o.createClass;
    listAttr = o.getOwnedAttributes;
    listOper = o.getOwnedOperations;
    name = o.getName;
  }
  when { o.getName == "Class1" }
  do {
    out.setName = name;
    out.getOwnedAttributes.add = listAttr;
    out.getOwnedOperations.add = listOper;
  }
}
```

Figure 2. Example of SMTL

It executes with init, when, do to link each Element. Init defines a variable to execute transformation, and is possible to initiate data. When executes transformation only if a
value of the condition for transformation is true. Do is a part of generating actual model. To generate model, it does directly use EMF Application Program Interface (API).

Table 1 shows matching the relationship with SMTL and EMF API. For example, when \texttt{o.createClass} is executed, it transforms \texttt{o.createClass} into \texttt{createClass()}, and executes EMF API.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>SMTL</th>
<th>EMF API</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Set data</td>
<td>setName = “name”</td>
<td>setName(“name”);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Get data</td>
<td>getName</td>
<td>getName()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create element</td>
<td>createClass</td>
<td>createClass()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>createOperation</td>
<td>createOperation()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>createProperty</td>
<td>createPropety()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Get list</td>
<td>getOwnedAttributes</td>
<td>getOwnedAttributes()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>getOwnedOperations</td>
<td>getOwnedOperations()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add element</td>
<td>getOwnedAttributes.add = element</td>
<td>getOwnedAttributes.add( element)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>getOwnedOperations.add = element</td>
<td>getOwnedOperations.add( element)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Case Study

In order to generate UML model based on metamodel, it can be substituted with some data of metamodel type. We separate with three types of \textit{Data, Element, Element List}. Table 2 shows the possible combination of three types.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LHS</th>
<th>RHS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data</td>
<td>Case 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Element</td>
<td>Case 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Element List</td>
<td>Case 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>Case 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>Case 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Case 1: Data to Data

Case 1 mentions all data values of both LHS and RHS. Like Figure 3, it uses character strings “\textit{Class\_After}” of RHS and \texttt{setName} of LHS to transform from the class name of Model A to the class of Model B. \texttt{o:UML\_Class} behind ‘from’ in “Creating \textit{T1} from \texttt{o:UML\_Class}” is defined as the name \texttt{o} of the class element existed within UML metamodel.

The defined object ‘\texttt{o}’ of metamodel is used as the basic element for transformation. SMTL consists of the directly linkable structure with method of EMF. Therefore, when SMTL is executed, \texttt{o.createClass} is mapping with method \texttt{createClass()}. That is, it defines a variable ‘\texttt{out}’ with a keyword Ref within ‘init’ for the produced object. ‘\texttt{out.setName=“Class\_After”}’ is transformed into ‘\texttt{setName(“Class\_After”)}’. This changes the name with “\textit{Class\_After}”.
Case 2 mentions that LHS is *Data* and RHS is *Element*. When a method of Model A transfers the method of Model B like Figure 4, SMTL engine creates the method of Model B, and inputs the method’s name of Model A from the name value of *Element*. This case is to create the method of target model from source model and to match method’s name of both models. When invoking name value from Element, it selects a data in the multiple list data by using XPath expression. ‘getOwnedOperation[@name="OpA"]’ selects an element named “OpA” in multiple methods. The SMTL engine is inputted the selected name of method element into target model.
Case 3: Element List to Data

Case 3 mentions that LHS is List and RHS is Data in Figure 5. This case is to add a method in new class from the multiple elements in source model like Figure 5. In this case, a method of target model is created by the engine. To select an element between method lists of source model enters new method’s name of target model. The engine inserts a newly created method in internal class by command named “add”.

![Figure 5. Mapping Element List to Data](image)

Case 4: Element to Element

![Figure 6. Mapping Element List to Element List](image)
Case 4 mentions all elements of both LHS and RHS. This case transfers other element from an element in Figure 6. The SMTL engine adds method of the class in target model from selecting a method between two methods of source model.

Case 5: Element List to Element

Case 5 mentions that LHS is *List* and RHS is *element*. Like Figure 7, this case is to insert a selected method between method lists of source model into target model. Case 4 and case 5 look similar, but are distinct. The case 4 is to add the element that is defined element in *init*. The case 5 is directly selected the element in multiple list objects to add method.

![Figure 7. Mapping Data to Data](image)

Case 6: Element List to Element List

![Figure 8. Mapping Data to Data](image)
Case 6 mentions all element lists of both LHS and RHS. The methods of target model are copied with two methods in source model in Figure 8. When developer writes SMTL, this case is to add method using the assignment operator because two data types are the same.

5. Conclusion

Currently it does not exist to adapt smartphone area with model transformation. The model transformation through the existing ATL had limited with transformation rules and languages. So it was very complicated with transformation rules even though transforming a simple model. To solve this problem, we suggest SMTL model transformation language for heterogeneous smartphone development. Our suggested SMTL is designed to directly link EMF API for easily manipulate metamodel.

The proposed SMTL design to directly connect SMTL API with EMF API in order to manipulate easily the metamodel and to use XPath in order to search data in models. To retrieve data, it uses OCL, but not easy. So we apply to use XPath of XML. In order to do model transformation based on metamodel, SMTL should substitute data of multiple metamodel type. We separate with three types of Data, Element, Element List and the possible combinations are six cases. Then we made examples that separate six cases in order to demonstrate the ability of the SMTL and model transformation process. We can validate to cover the six cases from examples of the result through SMTL.

Further research will extend this work such as model transformation language and tools in order to use SMTL with heterogeneous smartphone environment in the future, which is not dealt in this study.
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